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Astract

Thelludy was deOgned to test the Piaget.ian thetery that distinct

1

,stsge, in the oigetniaation of maiory correspond to successive stasis in
,

cognitive deve1opmint.1 The'population consisted of 150 eighth grade stu-
s .

dont* and the stuAytempleyed avithin ilbject design with ell the subjecis

,between %he ages of 12 and 14.
A _

Cognitive4levels were assessed'with a balance beam task from,'

Inhelder and Piaget initially and again at seven months. Mnemopilosleye ls

-el' . . .

\ were assessed with Ptaget and Inhelder's memory at an arrangettent ta.
%

sk'
t

both initially se again at six months. All assessment, were,conducted

clinically with the use 'Of protocols develoPed for admInistering'both
.

,

cognitfve mid mnemonic tasks. ,

The data'strongly sup'port the Piagetian theory which links long-term
A

memory to cognitive development. Immediate recall memory was.found: to..be

4

. , .

independent of the 'initial cognitiiie assesgment, while six-month correct

V
.

recall, reconstruction, and reeognitipn memori were fouqd to be highly cor-
- .

, related with the seven-month cognitive assessment- Students assessed initial-
. I

ly as nonformai but became formal within'the seven-month interval, had.the
# '

same c4ance of eorreet recall, reconstructionN and iecognition as those'ini-'

_ w tially assessed to be formal. A-seven-month forme]. eogpitilie assessment was
, *

. .

A
. 4 .14 \

generally.charecteristi.c of ietudents with correct si*inonth recill, while - .

i 4 i. v
., %I

. ,
.

the\incorrpct recognition and incorrett recall/correct6,reccignitiod groups
'

I .
, ,

did not *ignifiCantly differ,with respect to the. percent f subjects assessed

. 0 %
4

.v,
to be formal. '' .

. e

,
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tions. They agreed that the incoming sense event, 'while in

r

2

The importance of mammy in learning, in the pefformance f day-to-day

respOnsibilities, in social relationships and the like'has made it a focus

of interest eo psychologists and bOcators from earliest days. The classical

viewfof memory held it to be associative. Postulating the exis enc. of a

"mmorY triew," Its strangtli tiras deethei.t6 be dew-dent- on-the lity pf

the holder to-associate a given perdeption or thought with a pa ticulai

environment. Its strength derived also from repetitions alnd re nforcement.

1Ita weakness.'or decline (forgetting) was attribted to disuse d interference.

Because they believe d that an understanding of perception ould throw'

light on general principles of bliin functioning, Gestalt psyc ologists

studied,perception and in the process, partecularly the. memo

was tIpt the only deterkinant,of the perception since the se

of percep-

portant one,

e evenf appeared

to undergo modification by Firocesses lin the central nervous system. In

doing so, they included perceptual factors in the bases of.mnemonic trans-

formations. (Riley,.1964)..

Yetkthe associative vtew of memori, while accounting fo l. some inemorac

,

transformation, was una45,adequately tp expliin memory improyement ovei time.
,

Memory improvement was attributed to the'impromement of the Atrieval state '

. & rk.

, 4 .

and the improved accessibility of the memory trate. Arhfortunately niither
. . .4 /

of these changes was specifically described.

I 4...
The formulation of a theoreticil posieion.that accounted for mnemonic

tKansformations became the achievement of Piaget and Inhelder (1973) who

'developed an operative theory of memory. By their view, knowledge begins
.

with the assimaation of,(experience, the hypothetico-mathemacal processing

of that information,'and emerges finally in a set of operational schemata

,

A
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41
apOropriately responsive to thp occurrenc 'of.that class or category of

i.
,

% xpekience in.the future. Memory is,in pert, the vailability of the

operational ichemata when needed. The.. p'rocessea being developmental,

they differ over time in.the form in whicfi experience:for assimilation and
/

processing can occur. The.ofkanism differs in Ate capacity to accept

experience. At.a given-developmental stage, for example. the _organism

can process experience which occurs in.concrete form.but vial be unable

,

to deal with experience occurring in abstract form. 'Thus the stage of

+ cognitive development defines and limit& the kinds of experience which can
4

be assimilated, processed, and converted.to operalioçal schemata.' Knowledge

and memory are confined to experience consonant with-the cognitilie stage of

development. Memory is dufable when the structure, to be remembered requires

the achievement of an order of schemata paralleling the cognitive stage of

development.. Memory,if at all, is of short aurati on when th%structure to

be rememSered requires schemata,a an:order not'yet achieved'by the subject.

1
the duration of memory deAnds upon the iarallel between cOgnitive and memorYI

stapes.

Two implications derive fivm this view. there Mould be dif-

. , .
, \.

ferencee in the wsy spbjects'across ages rernemJIer a 'stimulus or an'event.
.

,

These differencei reflect the'silbjects' operational level at any given paint i

in time. Second, memory'undergoes transformition over time so that with the

achievement of the appropriate stag, the quality and durationfof memoty

. should be substantially better.

Piaget and Inhelder studied cross-age ana longitudinal changes in the

memory of certain logical structures in chlyr (1973). .

)!,

One tudy'idvolved a sviated stray o en winiden rods Which are shown
.

to a group of ch d from threeto eight years of age. After-One week,
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they were asked to produce drawing of the array and again fter iight

months.%

Following the on week-drawing, the operational lvets of.theschil on

. .%

were determined by requiring them.to Conbtruct,4he)6eries. Piaget and
N, is

Inhelder found cross-age differences in the &wings which corresponded,to

coes-ag* differences-in-cognitive-level, Thoylo04-e,generallyadoquatii-

correspondence between the subjects' operational revel and the organization of

perhory exhibited by the drawings obtained a.fteir one week.

The drawings made ifter eight month* were better reproductions of the

model. Piaget and IRhelder attributed this improvement to the mmory's

having attached itself to a more highly elaborated scllema and this schema

provided a better reproduction'of the original (1973)..

Another studi involved the memory of'an arrangement of three geometric

forms., rectangle, circle, and square; taken MO at a time. The permutations

were displayed on a card shown to each of 32 children aged 4 to almost 13,

Each child was asked for a brief description bf the model and an opinion

of 'whether it was "mixed up" or contained "some order." The'child was then
I

asked to make a memoryldrawing. A second m mory-drawtng was dernanded a

week later, followed Sy a reconstruction us g klarger. number of. figures

than were preient in the original. The me procedure was,adopted'six

months later.
4 A I

.
.

1 .

They found that memory (recall and reconstruction) was reliable in
. .

. . . . ..
. . . . .

,

only those subjects who had reached the age level'at which corresponding
/

operations emerge.

'The-operations invo14ed in.these arrangemdnts belong to the proposi-
1 ,

....

'

tional or hypothetico-dedlictive level. It watt thus natural to expect,

accordityr tq Piaget.ad Inhelder, that correct memories should not *ppear

t
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unttl the kg: of 11 to 12. In fact,
.

es

5

7 of tha 9 subjects (77%) paving

4 s reached the age.of at least 10-N aft

.4
,

41,

correCtly. Although the others did

ci the presentation rememberid

not, they nevertheless.showed suf-

growth'to suggest the impact on memory of evolving operational

schemata'... V

A numberl of studies-either tea-tint thePiageti.an view-of-Inemory

a

seeking to replicate the'studies fr6m which that view was deriVed have

()been completed. *While the general phenomena in long,term retention found

by Piaget and Inhelder have been replicated, differences'have been reported.

Some studies (A1te4eyer et al. 1969; Dahlem, 1949; Furth et al. 1974;

Libben, 1974) hisve confirmed long-term memory improvement but to a some-

what lesser 'degree than fdund by Piaget. Significant but,low correlationg

have been found between.performance,on mnemonic and operational asseesment .

tasks. however,'these relationchtps did not always change in parallel

cover the lon'g-term ret ntion'intervd1 (Liben, 1977). For example, a
.,

child's rating in an operati

advanced than the'correspond

onal assessment

ing rating on a

task might be more or less

mnemonic'task.

. Cross-settional studies have demonstrated that developmental trends in'.

memory parallel developing'operative schemes. .Longltudinal studies have

offered only qualified support.for the Piagetian potation.

Problems in methodology may kccount for the noeueterl; consistent

, results. In some studiee (Aitmeyer et al. 1969; Dah1em,.1969i Furth.et al.

I"

.1074) operative'level was inferred froM mnemonic performance, while in

otherv(Liben, 1974, 1975a; Samuels, 1976) sepirate operational assessment.
;

tasks were 'inclUded.
/

Another possible source of inconsistent resdlts ia that sOme of,the

studies used different time4intirvals than those...used by Piagpt and

I
.
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Inhaler and/or the subjects used were from different populations with

incompitable developmental levids (Liben, ,1977). Replicated studies

includtng children acrdss wide divelopmenial levels offei suppoft,to the

Piagotian position of the parallelism of memorkes and operative levels

while studies including chilcfren within the same age levels offer limited
4

*UP-port Of-the hypothesis,

Learning from 'the experience of boib Piaget and Inhelder and the

researchers who tested and replicated their work, this study us6d a

substantially larger sample and employed a within subject design in which "'
. .

all the children were betw,en the ages of 12 Anc(14. Moreover, it makes

no inference whatever according to dge as to 1eve1 of.cognitive develop-

ment. but assessed each of the subjeots individtUy 01) determine their

'levels of cognition and memory'by tasks th!st required the achievement of

/the same highir order structure, that is, formal thought, for their

successful.accomplishment. Hence, this study was designed to test the

Piagetian theory'that dfstinct stages in the organizaillon of memory

corresponct to successive stages in cognitive development. .

'Methods and Tkohniques

The experimental population consisted-of 150 eighth grade siudents

from a suburban central New Arsey MIddle ihool.

Cognitive level& were initNeily assessediwith a balance team task-
.

1

(rnheider and Piaget, 1958). th:Jask involvedlancing a beam with two

-

Weights by:taking-irito account the:disiance of each from the fulcruni.

Thus,.in understanding
rof the proportionality between weight and distance

wad; necessary for success.. According

this task Tequires-the achievement of

,

to Ptaget, the accomplishment of

formal thought operations. Subjects'
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operational level* were classifidd'as one of four stages or sUbatages.

paralleling those d s ibeAPby Inhelder and Piaget (1958).

Mnemoniq levels of the subjects were clinically assessed initially

be myasuring memory of an arrangement of three geometric figures, circle,

triangle, and iquare, taken two at a time. Thictapk, tooveccIping to
L

Piaget requirds the achievement of the formal stage of operations. Subjects

were classified in lane of four mnemonic stages and .their substages parallel-

.ing')he four stages, of Piaget ind InhelAer (1971). Each subject was siven

a card containing a picture of the geometric figured and aiked a series of

questions about the arrangement. They were then told-eo exapine the card

as long as necessary for a memory 4'rawing would later be requested.

Six months later recaII,.reconstruction, and recognition talks were

administered and subjects claSsified again according to Mnemonic revels.
-

'Similarly, at seven months, oognitive levels were aiain assessed and

classified. It was not practicable to administer the tests for 'cognItive
1

- level at the sametime as the tests for long-term memory. Assessments

fOr Cognitive level were made no morethan one month later and are

4
considered as existent at,the time of the memory,tasks.

Protocols for administsking both cOgnitive ind mnemonic fasks were

formulated as were mehods for classifying the responses. The protocols

were field-tested and modified in tge light of that experiedce.

' Two or three experienced interviewereobseived a clinician teiting

a subject. Interviewers and clinician noted the subject's performance

independently andassessmerits were compared. A 'tester was classified

vilidated" when.there was coniensus among raters. Only clinicians

satisfying this requirement were used in the-study. !All interviews

9
A

.11plft
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wife recorded on taps for comparison with the written protocol, if ne d.

'All forms and tapes were reviewed by a committee of researchers. in

instances of disagreement,*thelotus.and tape were reviewed by two.

_Final "rating was reached by a consenius of research review'
4

commituto.

Ak
Inter-rater reliability was .96 on

,immediate.recill memory, it wet .98 and

the balance 1;eam task. For

at seved menths, .9. For re-

4 sh constructian;,inter-rater reliability was".98. The recognition task
IP

involved-a choice by 'the subject of one drawing from among four, only .

%

one of which lies correct. No errors were.found in the scoring'of this

task.
4.

Data Analysis,

The question being studied is the relatidtship,between cognitive and

mnemonic levels.of development. Subjects were classifipd by cognitive

levels of operation according to performance on a logical task. Given

_these elassificationi, th subjects' performance on mntmonic tasks provided .1,

the bas s for identifying the relationship.between and mnemonic

Although the study did identify and,assemble data by all cognitive

and mnetionic stages apd substeges, alese data were collaOsed into two.

cognitive levels, formal iF) and nonformal '(N) and two memory levels,

correct (C) and incorrect (I). All nonformal cognitive stages (IIA-IIB).

I.

were grpuped in one category and all formal,(IIIA-IIIB) iri another in
.1 -

order to center on the difference in responsis between formal and non-

-
formal subjects. No level I stages were observed.

.In several ways, Piaget idenfifies the cognitive stage t .which

formal opetatiOns emerge'as Stake IIIA:

"1 0
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"The notiop of4proportions.does not appear until formal]. sub-stage

..

III-e.(Inhelder and Piaget, 164). ,c
,

"From ihe point of its appearance during sub-stage IIIB and often,

'even IIIA, formal thinking makes its presence known.," (Inheader and

Piaget,

"Thus it looki ICS if;the tombinatollia 6persitioni-mittitutt n bpetc-

ational schema that is quite general beginning with arparticular st ge in

development (liIA)... This scheme is formal, not concrete." (Inhelder

and Piaget, 313).

BQth ;correct" (C) memory stages (IVA and IVB) were grOupedin one
40111,

category and t14 several "incorrect" (I).memory stages were groOed

in snifter so that the apprdOriate mnemonic and cognitilai etages would

correspond.

Of the four stages of mnemonic development described by Piaget, he

41 .calls*s.tage IV memory "correct" in the sense that, it "is reXiable in only

those subjects who have reached the age at which corresponding operations

emerge" (Piaget and Inhelder, 194). Also,

"...correct memory does not appear until the level of propositional

or formal operations is reached" (Piaget and Inhelder, 192).

..."the operations...belong to the propositions!i and hYPothetico-
A

deductive levels so that it is only natural that correct memories shodld

.

. not appear until the age of about eleven to twelve" (FOliget.ana Inhelder,

195).,
c_

Piaget has indic'ated that formal operations emerge.at about 11 to.12

of.age. Thus, mnemonic stages IVA and IVB corresponein the study
. k,

to thecognitive level of formal operations (MA and IIIB).
'.
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...ft .major Contern'of the study, via the 'diffirenCe,b4ween subjects'
..'. ._ .

responses' to *nemonk teeP1 bY OPee,at the1koqtmal (N) end forMal (F).
-

. . . .
. . ,

. .
., .

love ofdppirations including those whdise.cognAtive-level wAs,unchmenged .

7
.

.

.. ..
. . ,

, -..
.
t

(NN and FF) and_ those who moved inco thertdeMar...level,.(Nr)in the cow's,
:.

*I

lr
of the si.

.

.-Sepa ately; each'ilf the th-ree.tile-iiko`ry. tesIlk, 'the. poinlettie 'levers );

%Ng

1111' . ,

. : i

!kb
.

and six-mb mory Cassessmenti of phe 130 eighth grade students:were
s

44.=0
,

cross-,classified to form a two-way contingency,table4004 three levels of

the joint initial and.eeven-momtal cognitive masesilments.(NN.-N.F, and FP).
IP 4.'4v 4r

and two levels of six-moDth memory'(C ilia I). assessments. It should be
. 1

.

noted that a classification table baSed upon more:than%three.dognittr .

. .

levels Or more than two. memory levels would have. resulted in too few
,

, .

observations per cell to satisfy the assutptiO4for':achi7.equare correla

tion analysis, An examination ;;)f-the cell frequencies of.the expanded, .

'classificatiOn tables did not suggest any Crends.otherthan the.ones
:50

reported here. AI
fr

Results'

The number of atudents identified as formal and nonforMal.on the

cognitive task is given in,Table 1.

),

Tahle 1

Immediate Recall vs. Initial-Cognitive Assessment

Balance Beam Number. Percent Correct Chi-Square Test

Initial Assessment of Students Immediate Recall for Independence

119 94.12
0.81 (df=1)

-31 .
100,00
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The table showsithaf 94e12 parcent of the students in thsponformalA. . .. .
,.

. group end.100 percent in thd fdrmal gronp.correctly recalled the immediate
.

memory' task. A chirsquere iestlor independence rupporis the hypothesia of

no difference in.correct immediate recall for the formal and nonformal

groups (x2 1..0.81, df 1).

Table 2 contains 95% confidence intervals for probabilities.and odds

for correct abet-month recall., reconstruction, and recognition memory con-

ditioned on the studeniCs initial and seven-mOnth cognitive assessments.

lbe estimates are based upon maximum likelihood procedures for'qualftative

data (Haberman, 1978).

X

Table 2

95% Confidence Intervals For Probabilities and Odds For Correct

Long-Term Logical Memory Conditioned on Initial and 7-Month

Cognitive Level

Delano* Nine

Initial 7-Month

.414

39

31

Man
Prob. Odds

+.07 +.08
.04 .05

-.03 -.03

+41
.36 +.15 .57

+.66
39 +.17 054

-.32

Reconstruction

*Prob.

.05 +.07 06 4.'09.

-.03 -.04

+.51
.36 +.15 37

-.27

+.74
,424.17 .73

-.37

1.110.11011.01

' Prob. Odds f

+.55
.50 +.11 1.0

-.35

+4.2
.79+.13 3.70

-1.96

+2.23
.68 +.16 2.05

Separate tests of independence of joint inicial and seven-month cognitive

assessments and six-month recall, reconstruction, and recognition memory resulted

in highly significant chi-squire valuas of 26.9, 25.9,.and 10.36, respectively,

with df se 2. Thus, these data provide evidence that six-month recall, recon-
___

struction, andrecognition memories are highly correlated with the student'a

cognitive assessment at the .001, .001, and .01 significance levels, respectively.

A

I a- rs



The confidence intervals for the NY and FF,

a

12

thesis-of no d14ferenci bitween these two groups

6

overlap, supportinf thehypo-

for-long-term recall, recon-

struttion, and recognition.nemory. These results support the hypthesis that

it-Month memory is dependent oq the woven -monthopognitive assessment and that
.

tUdenti whose initial slind seven-month cognitive asiessments indicated cognitive

-growth'from the nonformal to formal stage have the same chance of correct reCall,

reconstruction as those,initially assessed to be formal.

Table 3 gives 95% confidence intervals for probabilities and odds for

correct reciai, reconstruction and recognition metory conditioned only on

.411,

the seven-monthcognitive assessment. -

4

Table 3 "

95% Confidence Intervals For Probabilities and Odds For Correct
Long-Term-Logical Memom Conditokoned on 7-Month Cognitive Level

Balance Beam
7 -Mon0 Number

!MU
Prob. SUL

.05 +*°8

:59 +.:172

Reconstruction

trokt

.50

.74

Recognition

ft1,10, kik .

.0 le7 .06 4.'4)0 9-no3 -.4

.39 *.11 .63 !:

get.

+.11 1.0

+.10 249

_

NN

NV mnd PY

10.

70

04 +.4"

.37 +.11

DIFYIRENCI (11' -NT) .33 +.12 .34 +.12 .24 +.15

. ODDS RATIO (F/NT) +29.47
13.19

1
1075 20+.39..

-7.04
'284

-1.41

.The estimates show that approximately 5% of the noniormal subjects.(NN).

and approximately 40% of.the formal-subjects (NF and FF) were'rated cOrrect on

the recall and rebonstruction mcmory tasks.. Approximately 50% of the nonformal

subjects and approximately 75% of Si& formal subjectorwere rated correct on.the

recognition memory task. .

4 P._
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1 3

Expressed ln.terms qf-dii0s, it is estimated with respect to recall memory

that for every 5 sucboesful recalls by .nonformal,subjects, 100 will be un-

successul. For every 60 correct recalls by formal subjects, 100 will be

unsuccessful. 4

With xespect tO reconstruction memory for nonformal subjects, for every (

6 successful-reconstructions, theri must be 100 unsuccessful Ofiet. For formal

subjects, the figures are 63 successful for every 100 unsuccessful.
S.

With respict to re

successful, there will

every 100 unsuccessful.

In summary, the odds in favor of correct recall, reconstruction and recog-

cognition memory for nonformal.subjects, for every 100

be 100 unsuccessful and for formal, 289 successful fox

,

,nition memories are dependent on the seven-month cognitive assessment. However,

these dads conditioned on the seven-month cognitive_ assessMent, are independent

of the initial cognitive assessment. In particular, the odds in favor of correct,

recall memory are 13.2 times greater for the cognitively formal group than foi

the cognitively nonformal. ...The odds in favor of reconstruction memory are

10.7 fimes greater for the formal group than for the nonformal group. For

recognition memory, the odda are 2.8 times greater for formal than for nonformal

subjects.

For each of the

confidence intervals

long-telm mamory classifications, Table 4 contains 95%

for the probability and odds that a student has a formal
a

seven-month cognitive assessment.

The table showerthat 90% of the correct recall group (CR),.39% of the coYrect

recognition-incorrect recall gfoup (CR-IR) and % of .the incorrect recognitiom
/',

group (IR) were assessed cOgnitively as formal. Thus, the students in the *

- 1 5

I
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Table 4
g

95% Confidence Intervals For Prgbibilities and Od4s For Formal).

COgnitive LiWel (Seven-Month) Condiiioned.on the Subjeces (
Long-TermlMemory Classiftcation

,t

Long-Term Memory
Classification Number

Probability/Odds of
- Formal Cognitive LeV61

(Seven-Month Assessment)
P%pb. Odds

Correct Recognition

Correct Recall

Incorrect Recall

V

Incorrect Recognition

96

54

29

67

55 +AO

+.10
.90

-.11

.39 +.12

33 +.13

1.22
+.60
.-.40

+5.68
'7.57

-3.24

0.64

+.38
0.51

150

.
long-term CR group are generally, assessed to tot formal while the IR and the IR-C4

,groups do not significantly d;)fer with respect to the percent (3, vs'. 39) of

the subjects assessed to be formal.

Conclusions ,

In simmary, immediate recall memory is independent of the initial Cognitive
a

assessment, while six-month correct recall, reconstruction, and recognition

memoyy are highly correlated with the sevep-month cognitive assessment. In

addition, students assesied initially as nonrormal but became formal within

the seven-month interval, have,the same chance or correct recall, reconstruction,-

and recognition es those initially assessed to be formal. A seven-month forgal
,

cognitive assessment.wae generally characterirtic of students with correct six-
, J

month retail, while the incorrect recognition and incorrect recall-correct

-

recognition groups do not significantly differ with respett to the percent of ,

subjeCts assessed to be formal. Tbus the study strongly aupports the Piagetian

position as summaris rubef (650).

.1
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"What is astonishing,.howiver, in,the experimental.refults, ii:.thiii v .

,

15

.

memory dependtmore.-on Oft intellectual level ithieved by the/Ahild

a t the moment of recall, after six-mohthes than it does on level of

develdpment
at the motent'of the (initial elcposure to the material."

9. .#

. i .. Educational, Importance
A 4

This, research contributes to the support of Riagetls theory' which links
1 4

long-term memory to cognitive development and is consistent with the view that
C

is the'c ld's'intelligence 'develops, changes occur in the way event6 are re-
li

A

membered. Using a within-subject design, isupport for the hypothesized relation-

/

ship between cognitive and mnemonic levels was obtained.

r

A t

: \
A
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